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Key Concepts 
UX strategists, architects, and designers play a critical role in addressing the digital innovation mandate 
facing most firms today. This article summarizes this mandate, provides an overview of the growing 
importance of “design thinking”, and presents the “UX Imperative” along with examples of work 
performed in these areas for leading organizations.  

For more information, please contact toddray@alumni.stanford.edu.  

The Role of UX Architects/Designers in Digital Innovation 
In a companion paper to this one titled: “Digital Innovation and Business Transformation (IASA, August 
2014)”, I provide information on the overall innovation mandate (as it applies to business and 
technology) as well as calls to action for various roles within business and IT. I also presented a few well 
known practices as they relate to innovation strategy, processes, techniques/methods and solutions. 

So let’s say you live in a perfect world (as it relates to innovation) where you have business sponsorship, 
an overall strategy (at the enterprise and/or business unit level), well defined processes, method and 
tools, and supporting IT/architecture functions - what else is needed to ensure a high degree of 
organizational capability for innovation, and how do you make sure innovation happens at the initiative 
level? 

Who puts all this together pursuant to a desired change, either for a specific initiative or on an ongoing 
basis?  

Of course the answer to that varies considerably according to a number of factors (and whether you’re 
targeting business process innovation, product innovation and/or digital innovation), but in the digital 
realm (increasingly tied to the physical product design world1), a focus on “design thinking” and “user 
experience” (or “UX”) driven by UX strategists, architects and designers (which could be the same or 
multiple people) is increasingly important in driving and facilitating innovation at the digital initiative 
level. 

We’ll start with a quick summary of what Design Thinking means and then talk about the growing role of 
the UX discipline, what it means to develop a UX Strategy, and then ground the discussion by 
showcasing a few UX strategy-type deliverables for reference. We close things out by presenting a brief 
business case for UX investments in general and usability in particular. 

Design Thinking 
The topic of “Design Thinking” is worth spending a few moments on given that it’s an increasingly well-

known and commonly applied approach used by design schools (e.g. Hasso-Plattner Institute of Design 

at Stanford, a.k.a. the “d.school” - http://dschool.stanford.edu/), consultancies (e.g. The Luma Institute 

                                                           
1 See an excellent example at: http://www.driverfocusedhmi.com 
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referenced in the aforementioned paper) and internal design/innovation practitioners within 

organizations. 

"Design Thinking" (from Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_thinking) 

“Design thinking has come to be defined as combining empathy for the context of a problem, 
creativity in the generation of insights and solutions, and rationality in analyzing and fitting 
various solutions to the problem context. According to Tim Brown, CEO and president of 
IDEO, the goal of Design Thinking is "matching people’s needs with what is technologically 
feasible and viable as a business strategy". The premise of teaching Design Thinking is that 
by knowing about how designers approach problems and the methods which they use to 
ideate, select and execute solutions, individuals and businesses will be better able to 
improve their own problem solving processes and take innovation to a higher level.” 

Good "design thinking" is critical for everything from re-envisioning new business processes to new 
product development to the design of digital user experiences, all of which are closely intertwined in the 
modern, digital enterprise.  

This requires putting people and their needs (as well as the teams and organizations they belong to) at 
the forefront, with an emphasis on understanding their business context, culture, motivations, 
influences, behaviors and activities, all of which vary  for different types of users (and 
teams/organizations).  

Key aspects of a “design thinking”-type approach to an innovation problem include: 

 “Wicked problem solving” 

 Human-based research, learning and empathy (e.g. by looking, following, observing) 

 Brainstorming and divergent/convergent thinking 

 Future state envisioning 

 Overcoming resistance, fear and constrained thinking 

 Understanding orthodoxies, sacred cows and assumptions 

 Use of visual analogy, sketching and storyboards 

 Defining and rapid prototyping 

 Collaboration and iteration 

 Testing and decision making 

 Implementing 
While techniques applying robust forms of design thinking and innovation are commonly utilized by 
strategists targeting business transformation and product design (and combinations thereof), this is less 
so with systems in which the user experience is based solely on digital delivery (e.g. for intranet portal 
design). 

The reality now, however, is that with the rise of the "Digital Organization", BYOD and the "SoMo" 
(social/mobile) generation, it is more important than ever to be re-thinking the digital experience in 
terms of multi-device and mobile contexts specific to different types of users.  

This requires taking a more holistic, systems-level, design-thinking approach to re-envisioning digital 
experiences targeted at enterprise users and their business partners and customers. This brings us to 
the realm of “User Experience”, covered in the next section. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_thinking


The UX Imperative 
Along with “design thinking” (covered previously), a focus on the closely related discipline of “user 
experience” (or UX) is also known to be critical to innovation, as recently covered by two excellent 2013 
HBR articles: “Scaling Your UX Strategy” and “The Rise of UX Leadership”, summarized in my September 
2013 blog: Developing Agile UX Strategies.  

What this means for sponsors of digital initiatives (e.g. a portal redesign for an increasingly social/mobile 
“SoMo” workforce) is that they have to first understand the value of backing up and developing an 
understanding of the business context, user types, workstyles and usage scenarios either across a broad 
spectrum of business processes or more narrowly focused within a given business unit or process.  

Then the hard work begins of doing the assessment and design workshops, prototyping, and detailed 
design/development.  

For an example of an actual customer engagement in this area, a recent case study of UX design work a 
Microsoft design firm/partner did for a financial services customer is provided below. A sampling of 
related activities and visual outputs is provided in the next section. 

UX Engagement Outputs – A Sampling  

In the case study shown above, we presented a summary of a typical UX Strategy-type engagement for a 
financial service provider looking to drive employee efficiency. To ground this a bit further, a sampling of 
outputs/deliverables (from a typical engagement) is provided below for reference. 

Case Study: Digital UX Strategy for Financial Services Provider 

Sponsoring Organizations: Executive Leadership, Strategy and Innovation Team 

Objective:  

Drive employee efficiency by creating a working environment that supports and encourages specific model 
behaviors (informed, engaged, purpose driven, confident, collaborative, etc.) within an "experience 
landscape". 

Overall process: define project, discover (objectives, current state, gaps), design (visualization of target 
state), change (roadmap for cultural and technical improvements) 

Activities and Deliverables: 

 End-user modeling (persona development, user activities, hassle maps) 

 Existing human: machine interaction (HMI) assessment using heuristic and usability scorecards.  

 Development of “UX Guidelines” and future state envisioning 

 User journey storyboards 

 Development of a holistic strategy and plan for facilitating a cohesive, integrated user experience across 
workplace experiences and processes. 
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Personas, Scenarios and User Flows 

 A persona is a realistic character sketch of key customers or users. They describe user goals, 
expectations, behaviors, and needs drawn from research on real people doing real things.  

 Scenarios explore the gap between personas and their goals and are created to show ideal 
usage patterns and user behaviors. 

 

 User flow diagrams model the interactions that will happen within a site or software for the 
usage scenarios that have been defined.  



 
 

Storyboards and Wireframes 
 Storyboarding is used to identify the specifications for a particular solution or steps surrounding 

the use of several applications to achieve a goal. 
 Wireframes represent a blueprint of the skeletal framework of a digital solution that allows 

visualization of the layout and key UI elements.  

 



 

 

Cultural and Technical Roadmaps 

 



UX Maturity and investing in UX-related activities as part of digital 
initiatives.  
As with the “Capitalist” and “Technologist Dilemmas” referenced previously, organizations often give 
short thrift to UX-related activities and favor investments in the more tactical, technical aspects of 
solution design. This is despite UX being increasingly known as growing in importance to the success of 
digital initiatives (as discussed previously). Practitioners in this space are thus facing “The UX Dilemma” 
similar to the investment dilemmas faced by their technologist and business counterparts (where 
investments favor more tactical “run the business” type of innovations). UX practitioners thus must 
evangelize and educate their organizations/customers on the growing importance of investing in UX 
strategy and design-related activities up front of their digital initiatives. 

The challenge was highlighted recently by Kurt Sillen in his article “Fast Tracking User Experience 
Maturity in Corporations – From a Business Perspective” (Journal of Usability Studies, May 2014). Here, 
Mr. Sillen talks about some of the key ingredients to move companies up a “UX Maturity Ladder” similar 
to that presented in my September 2013 blog: Developing Agile UX Strategies, excerpted and 
reproduced below. 

Assessing UX Maturity for Digital Initiatives 
Strong UX-oriented organizations possess a difficult to acquire and maintain set of 
characteristics whereby both utilitarian and emotional value are provided via a combination of 
aesthetic, functional and usability-oriented capabilities. 

This is in contrast to many other types of organizations that even with strong 
design/development cultures focus mostly on the functional, utilitarian side and less on the 
emotional value driven by aesthetics and usability. 

 

To enable the needed shift away from the functional/utilitarian orientation, organizations should 
first assess where they sit with respect to a common set of UX-oriented dimensions, and then 
determine given their business goals and technical/organizational/cost constraints where they 
wish to move over time as part of an overall UX Strategy. A “starter set” of UX dimensions are 
listed below, including a discussion of a typical assessment approach using capability maturity 
modeling principles and an example assessment diagram. 

 Awareness of Value. Perception throughout the organization of the business impact that 
continual investment in UX can have 
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 E2E Lifecycle Investment. End-to-end focus on user experience in the product design 
lifecycle 

 Leadership. Executive leadership understanding, sponsorship and involvement 

 Organizational Capability. Skilled UX resources, beyond just traditional designers, in 
multiple parts of the organization 

 Business/User Engagement and Enablement Processes. Formalized processes to engage 
business units and their end-users in the design, roll-out and enablement phases. 

 Measurement and Continuous Improvement. Ability to measure, communicate and 
react to explicit investments in users experience. 

For each of the above dimensions, a simple progression model framework of “Baseline -> 
Developing -> Operating -> Optimizing” can help establish where an organization sits with 
respect to each dimension and where they’d like to move to over time as part of a strategic plan. 
This is shown in the diagram below (example plotting provided). 

 

For organizations with low UX maturity - i.e., their current state UX maturity is where the orange blocks 
are in the diagram above - you may face an uphill battle getting the organization to invest in user 
experience development vs. just features. Thus, as Mr. Sillen points out in his paper: “It is critical to 
spend the time with your clients to understand their UX-maturity level and capabilities”.  

He further states: “When company executives (preferably multiple executives) and management seek to 
understand the people who use and enjoy their products and services through UX management 
practices, the overall reflection is that it really creates positive energy in all parts of the organization. 
This commitment to the user experience can be stimulating for everyone involved. Understanding the 
real user value in the products and services delivered is to understand the goals of a company, because 
without the customer, or user, the products and services are nothing.” 

This leads us to the next section, where we highlight the business case for all of the above. 



The Business Case for UX and Usability 
A lot has been written about the importance of UX and investments in usability (including the references 

provided above), so we’ll only briefly cover the topic here (throwing some numbers out in case anyone 

asks!).  

On the UX side, Kurt Sillen’s article (referenced in the previous section) closes by stating: “on the 

business case side, I have yet to discover a project or organization that did not save at least 30% on time 

to market or 30% on cost of development when converting to a UX mode of operation”. Perhaps I’ll just 

leave it at that for UX. 

On the closely related topic of the business case for investing in “usability”, typically measured by 

heuristic methods applied to a product or digital solution, usability investments typically yield returns of 

up to 3x and higher in terms of time savings associated with performing required tasks.  

Getting Started 
A typical approach to getting started in this area is to identify top user types, behaviors and needs as 
they relate to your business and technology portfolios such that you can start plotting a course pursuant 
to being a modern, digital enterprise. This may involve envisioning workshops, outside consultancies, 
additional design work and other types of activities.  

An example of what a digital innovation design workshop might entail is highlighted below based on a 
sampling of known practices in this area. 

Workshop Overview.  

 Overall digital innovation process overview/introduction  

 Customer business drivers/context 

 Identification of business/technology focus areas 

 Relevant people/process/technology focus areas 

 Review of blockers, barriers, orthodoxies 

 Presentation of UX principles/guidance 

 Identification of areas addressable through digital improvements delivered by a typical 
intranet/mobile solution 

 Envisioning target state goals and objectives 

 Overview of typical UX strategy, design, development project 

Deliverables.  

 Summary of background/findings, high level roadmap and a Phase I Conceptual Brief/Project 
Definition 
o Defines a course of action and different way of doing things in the digital realm that 

promise to remove a blocker for a specific function or user type (or group of them). 

Conclusion 
As stated in this paper (and my previous one: Digital Innovation and Business Transformation (IASA, 
August 2014), UX strategists, architects, and designers play a critical role in addressing the digital 
innovation mandate facing most firms today. This article summarized this mandate, provided an 
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overview of the growing importance of “design thinking”, and presented the “UX Imperative” along with 
examples of work performed in these areas for leading organizations.  

Getting started in this area may take many forms. The specific composition of an example digital 
innovation design workshop was provided for reference. 

 

 


